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"TELL THE TRUTH AND DON'T BE AFRAID." WWW.DENNEWS.COM 
OTY 
Students can get busted by 
city ordinances, often do 
» Charleston has a lot of its own 
laws students need to learn, and . 
those who are not learning them 
are paying the price in the form of 
tickets for violations. 
Rnd out how often people 
are getting busted, and for what, 
inside. 
Page Z 
CAMPUS 
Sorority sells house, gives 
1toney to form scholarship 
» The Alpha Phi sorority has 
sold a house it has occupied for 
three decades and donated the 
proceeds. 
Page 3 
OOJLTY SENATE 
Alumni donations beat 
tile national averages 
» Eastern graduates seem to 
be more generous than their 
counterparts around the country, 
according to statistics from the 
Office of External Relations and the 
Alumni Association. 
Rnd out how much and an 
explanation inside. 
Page 5 
STUDENT SPOTUGHT 
Dn111t major helps marching 
ltand stay in a rhythm 
» Senior Matt Maurizio is one 
of just three drum majors for the 
Panther Marching Band. 
And out why he's so good at 
what he does, why he loves it, and 
what those around him think of 
him. 
Page 5 
SPORTS 
Qtiarterlaack controwersy 
Wts botll i11 1·57 game 
» It's a truism that the most 
popular guy in town is usually the 
backup quarterback. 
That is true in both Champaign 
and Charleston this week, and 
coaches say Panther back-up Cole 
Stinson may see some action in 
Saturday's season opener against 
the Fighting Illini. 
Page 1Z 
SPORTS 
Spoo's coaching career 
spans almost half a century 
» Eastern football head coach 
Bob Spoo has had a career that 
has led him to deal with luminaries 
from around the football world. 
P.ead part two of associate 
sports editor Marco Santana's 
three-part series on the coach in 
Sports. 
Pa1e 1Z 
Easten llUnois UniwersitJ, Charleston 
UNIVERSITT I CONVOCATION 
EllC IOLTHI I THE DiULY EASTBI mrs 
Faculty Laureate Lynne Curry addresses the faculty, staff and entering freshman class during the ninth annual Convocation in the Grand Ballroom in 
the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union on Tuesday evening. 
·BIG WELCOME FOR BIG CLASS 
Hencken welcomes one 
of Eastern' s largest 
freshman classes in 
historr at Convocation. 
ly l•li• Morss 
Staff Correspondent 
President Lou Hencken opened 
his last convocation in a blue 
robe with a light blue hood and 
wdcomed the students to the ninth 
annual Convocation. 
"Thjs is a very special convocation 
because you arc members of one 
of the largcsr entering classes in 
Easccrn's history," he said. "We have 
almost 2,900 new students joining 
us chis fall ... 
Convocation is young compared 
to Hcnckcn's career at Eastern. The 
school, icsdf. is older, having been 
founded in 1895 as a teaching 
college. But today Eastern offers 
jts students ans, sciences, law and 
medicine, he said. 
"Study hard, pay attention to due 
dates, don't procrastinate and you 
will be fine as a student," Hencken 
told students, and he would know 
since he's been around campus for 
40 years. 
About 750 students filled the 
empty scats in the Grand Ballroom; 
they were met a piano and violin 
duct performed by musk professors 
Maureen Murcllle and Susan 
Teicher. 
"Convocation is a moment 
when faculty and administration 
can welcome the new students," 
said history professor Sace Elder. 
She wore a black robe wjth a white 
hood. 
The beginning of the ceremony 
nearly 36 people entered the 
ballroom with Bags from all 
around the world to represent chc 
student culrural at Eastern Illinois 
University. The swift music brought 
in the robed profcswrs from all the 
colleges ac Ea.seem. 
» SEE CWS, PAGE t 
UlllVERSln I FACULTY LUNCHEON st u d y 
The beginning of the end Abroad 
Hencken to present 
three universitJ goals 
at the Faculty Luncheon 
ly Aslaley lbieff 
Serior lmersity lleporter 
Easrcm President Lou Hencken 
cxpccu to get a little sentimental 
today as he gives h.is last Faculty 
Luncheon speech as Ea.stem's 
president. 
"Forty-one years is a long rime; 
Hencken said about h.is time at 
Eastern. 
He 6m spoke at the luncheon in 
200 I as interim 
president, along 
with Blair Lord, 
who had just 
filled the position 
of provost and 
vice president 
for academic 
affairs. 
Talking 
about the faculty 
luncheon in 
lo• Hocke• 
Eastern 
President 
2001, Hencken said, "I think we've 
got some cballenges ahead, and we 
have to meet those challenges and 
move the university forward." 
Five years later, he's still thinking 
up ways to improve the university. 
Hencken plans to announce three 
goals for the university at today's 
speech. 
"One will surprise you,• he said. 
"Bue don'c sit on the edge of your 
chair." 
The tide of h.is speech is "Great 
Beginnings," an ironic title since 
chis is h.is last year as president, he 
said. 
But he has other plans for the 
symbolic ride, to be announced at 
the luncheon. 
"f m going to emphasize the 
great beginnings the university bas 
had," he said. 
H SEE IHlllUI&; PAGE Z 
• growing 
BJ Cory Dlmitruopoalos 
Stall Co<respondent 
Traveling thousands of miles 
away from Eastern to study is 
becoming more popular with 
students. 
"For the 05-06 school year, 
there were about 250 students 
who participated in a study abroad 
program," said Emily Brucsckc, 
» SEE CIOIRIC1 PAGE Z 
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Charleston ordinances 
provide a wide range of 
chances for students to 
run afoul of the law 
By Kevin Kenealy 
Online Reporter 
Anything from public possession 
of alcohol co the unlawfuJ use of an 
ID card violates Charleston's list of 
city ordinances. 
Such violations of the ordinances 
can result in a ticket, no matter how 
silly they may seem. 
For instance, parking a vehicle 
across the sidewalk is technically 
in violation of property appearance 
and maintenance. 
Yet over the next several weeks, 
members of Charleston's police 
department will be contacting on-
and off-campus srudencs co make 
chem aware of these ordinances. 
Charleston Deputy Chief of 
Police Mark Jenkins has said chat 
aside from a fight oucside a residence 
hall where an individual was attacked 
and injured during a house party 
this semester, this school year has 
been pretty quiet. 
"We are currently conducting 
an invesrigation into chis incident," 
he said, "bur ocher than chis single 
incident, the start of chis school year 
has been fairly uneventful. 
As far as summers go, they are 
usually fairly quiet and chis summer 
was not any different." 
Beginning 
FROM PAGE 1 
Faculty Senate and the offices of 
the president and provost sponsor 
the luncheon· to wdcome the 
faculty back for another year, said 
Assege HaileMariam, chair of che 
Faculty Senate. 
"Usually this forum is used 
co share the president's and the 
provost's objectives for the new 
academic year," she said. "It is 
1 Growing 
FROM PAGE 1 
coordinator of the O ffice of Study 
Abroad at Eastern. "We hope co 
have even more chis year." 
Begin immersed. in a different 
country's learning environment 
and culture is appealing co 
scudencs all over campus. Katie 
Boyle, sophomore recreation 
administration major, is one of 
tbcse students. 
"I heard about the study abroad 
program offered at Eastern when I 
was in high school, and I've wanted 
to do it ever since," she said. 
Students can choose from more 
than 40 countries to visit including 
Irdand, England, Japan, Vietnam 
and Costa Rica. 
The office also offers 6cx.ible 
options for how long a student stays 
abroad: whether for spring break, a 
fuJl semester, a sum.mer trip or an 
entire school year. 
Justin Lopez, a junior recreation 
major, traveled abroad for five 
months last semester to study ar 
one of the most popular locations 
among students: Austtal.ia. 
Lopez, who said the experience 
was nor what he apccced, but 
actually much better, praised the 
opporrunity co step outside oneself 
················-··• .. ••··-·••· .. -· .. ····-·••• .. ••••· .. Mall Daniels ····--·- -·····--·-.. ·-·--···········ajewell@eiu.edu 
onine production-- -KriSly MeAendor 
City Ordinance Violations: January- June 2006 
------Brandon Can¢f!ll 
Press super'1SO! ... ·--.. -·--···Tom Roberts 
About The Dally Eastern News 
Minor Possession of Alcohol 
Public Possession Alcohol 
Minor Frequenting Licensed Premises 
Sale/Gift of Akohol to Minor 
Acceptance Alcohol by a Minor 
Unlawful Sale I No License 
Misrepresentation Age by a Minor 
Unlawful Use ID Card 
Possession Drug Paraphernalia 
From January to June, 226 
violations were recorded for minors 
accepting alcohol. 
The next highest category had 
39 citations, for minors frequenting 
licensed premises. 
This number is up from the spring 
2004 numbers, when Charleston 
police issued 129 tickers for chis 
violation. 
"The cop cicy ordinance violations 
wichour a doubr every year are 
alcohol related," Jenkins said. 
"The most frequent violation is 
acceptance of alcohol by a minor, 
which of course involves an officer 
coming in contact wirh a person 
under the age of 21 char has been 
consuming alcohol," he added. 
Jenkins has said chat probably the 
third most highly recorded violation 
is house party ordinances. 
These types of ordinances include 
needing a permit for a keg, and it's 
unlawful co sell alcohol at parties 
(includes selling cups, asking for 
important char the president and 
provost lay our their vision co the 
faculty. 
The university is in the business 
of educating srudents, and the 
faculty are the educacors. 
"Open communication with the 
faculty, soliciting input from the 
faculty and engaging in crue shared 
governance with the faculty creates 
a positive learning environment." 
H encken expects 250 to 300 
people co attend the luncheon. 
and take in all the new experiences 
and cul tures char srudying abroad 
offers. 
While Lopez studied 
miscellaneous subjeccs while down 
under, one of his most memorable 
experiences was scuba diving in che 
G reat Barrier Reef. 
He recommends Eascern's 
program and still keeps in couch 
with a number of his fellow srudencs 
from Australia. 
The cost of studying abroad will 
not always break a studcncs' bank 
account. In fact, depending on 
the location, some year long trips 
abroad can cost less than a year of 
Eastern's tuition. 
There are also a variety of 
payment plans available to 
interested. srudencs. 
Financial aid and several 
scholarships arc available co those 
srudents who qualify. 
An informational meeting will 
be held 7 to 8 p.m., Wednesday in 
the Lumpkin Hall Auditorium in 
Room 2030. 
A pand of students whom have 
previously srudied abroad will share 
their experiences and answer any 
questions. 
Students with additional 
questions can visit the Office of 
Study Abroad in Blair Hall room 
1207. 
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donations or charging donations) as 
well. 
'"The local business where the 
keg was purchased will have permits 
available to the buyer," Jenkins said. 
"You are responsible for maintaining 
your copy of the permit if che police 
ask for it lacer. 
"lf you purchase a keg outside 
the cicy of Charles con a permit may 
be obtained ar the Charleston Police 
Department between rhe hours of 7 
a.m. and 5 p.m., Monday through 
Friday." 
Other ordinances state that 
Charleston residents can only park 
in approved parking spaces and trash 
following a party needs to be picked 
up. 
All residencs must have crash 
pickup service, as it's unlawful co 
have furniture that's used for inside 
to be put on rhe porch or in the yard 
and other such things as disorderly 
conduce and disturbing the peace 
are nor allowed of course. 
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Eastern Illinois University 
University Union Bus Service to 
Chicago Suburbs 
ROUND TRIP 
$44 
2 Convenient Locations 
University Union (Comer of 7th & Grant) 
Between Park Place Apts. & University Police Department 
Greek Court (Comer of 9th St. & Roosevelt) By ATM 
Universitv Union Bowling Lanes 
Sanctioned League 
Tuesday Night 7pm ( 4 per team) Starts Sept 5th 
Wednesday Night 7pm (5 per team) Starts Sept. 6th 
Youth Sat. Morning lOam Starts Sept. 23rd 
For more information call Tim@ 581-7457 
.. i..rlin Luther King, Jr. University (Jj . rt~- lllo11 
Eatl:m Winois University 
TIFFANY MCMIWAI I THE DAILY EASTERN llEWS 
Some pieces of artwork on display in the "Body in Fiber" exhibit at the Tarble Arts Center. 
Knitting displays moral fiber 
Artists on display at 
Tarble Arts Center use 
fibers to represent the 
human body 
By Kristina Peters 
Activities P.eporte< 
Mark Newporc explores his 
masculinity through knicting. 
But what the associate professor 
from the Heberger College of Fine 
Arts at Arizona State University 
knics can't be compared to grandma's 
winter scarves. 
Instead, Newport creates 
comic book covers and superhero 
cos cum es. 
uThrougb the choice of form-
crading card, garmenc, bed cover, 
superhero cosrumes and the method 
of cransformation of the original 
object, I compare myself co what 
I have been shown and told about 
being a man," he said. 
Items in thecxhibitarecreaced by 
artists with the use of fiber materials 
chat provide an interpretation of che 
human body. 
For Ann Coddington, an 
assistant art professor at Eastern, 
bringing comic book covers and 
superhero costumes co the Tarble 
Arcs Center was a way co bring a 
CAMPUS I GREEK LIFE 
AMY HONCHELL I INSTRUCTOR AT THE SCHOOL OF THE ART INSTITUTE OF CHICAGO 
. 
"Stretched translucent materials under tension stand in fo, the gore 
of viscera and, like a facelift, help create a heightened awareness of 
what is not there - the oily, wrinkled, flaky, sweaty reality of one's 
own fallible body." 
"provocative" exhibit to Eastern. 
Coddington is also a fiber 
artist, which made coordinacing an 
unusual exhibit even more enjoyable 
for her. 
"Fiber material is a less common 
exh.ibicion media,n she said. 
le was not until the 1960s chat 
fiber materials became acceptable as 
a show material, she said. 
One of Coddington's favorite 
things about fiber arc is that what 
is used are common everyday 
mace rials. 
Fiber is around everyday, so it is 
nice co see how these can be used in 
an artistic sense, Coddington said. 
She said the display will open 
artistic doorways co students because 
the materials are very fan1iliar. 
Weaving techniques is just one 
of the many displays at the "Body 
in Fiber" exhibit. 
Ir can be viewed until Oct. 8. 
Two of the artists, Joan 
Livingscone and Amy Honchell, 
will discuss their works at 7 p.m. on 
Sepl. 28. A reception will precede 
the lecture ac 6 p.m. 
The artiscs, through their displays, 
show cheir incerprecations of che 
human body through the use of fiber 
processing materials that include 
felting, lmitting, embroidery, 
weaving and upholstery. 
Livingscone, chair of che 
undergraduate division at the School 
of the Art lnscirute of Chicago, used 
felted materials co create co pieces 
of arc chat represent body parts chat 
include limbs, fingers and sexual 
organs. 
"I am interested in absrracc 
forms chat reference the body as 
both organ and skin," she said. 
Honchell, inscruccor at the 
School of the Arc lnstiruce of 
Chicago, focused her display on 
skin and used balloons and netting. 
"Screeched translucent materials 
under tension stand in for the 
gore of viscera and, like a facelift, 
hdp create a heightened awareness 
of what is not there - the oily, 
wrinkled, flaky, sweaty reality of 
one's own fallible body," she said. 
Coddington said she enjoyed 
searching for the other fiber arrisrs 
wocks for the exhibic. 
She thinks srudencs will as 
well because they are created with 
common materials. 
"{It was) an experience I find 
cxcremdy potent," she said. 
Coddington knew some of the 
artists personally, and chat made 
exploring their works in a "rich, 
complex medium," a journey chat 
she would never forget and it made 
the time even more enjoyable. 
"I was incerested in kind of 
exploring," she said. "I appreciate 
the artist's different interpretation 
of the body." 
Although she did not know 
everyone, she describes all fiber 
artiscs as a "small knit group." No 
pun intended. 
Sorority sells house, donates proceeds to scholarship 
•y Derrick Johnson II 
Staff Reporter 
The Alpha Phi Sorority has sold 
its Ninth Srreec chapter house to 
Eastern. 
The sorority intends to use the 
profits for a scholarship fund. 
The Alpha Phi's have had 
possession of the house since 
1976, when the sorority firsc came 
to Eascern's campus, said Nicole 
Godzicki, a junior foreign language 
education major. 
The house wa~ replaced when che 
Alpha Phi's established themselves 
in Greek Courc. 
The university purchased 
the house in order co complete 
construction plans co expand 
parking. 
The decision co use the money 
for a scholarship was made by the 
Alpha Phi national headquarters and 
the house core board, said Amanda 
Abbarte, a senior communication 
srudies major. 
The house core board is 
comprised of alumnae from when 
the chapter was first established ac 
Eastern. 
Alpha Phi member and 
elementary education major Alissa 
Rendall said the sorority emphasized 
how in1portant it was to keep the 
money at Eastern. 
"When we had our house core 
board meeting, we stressed co chem 
how much we wanted che money co 
scay at Eastern," Rendall said. 
The scholarship fund will go 
coward awarding different kinds of 
scholarships co Alpha Phi members 
in need of financial aid here at 
Eastern, Rendall said. 
Although che organization has 
figured out bow to use the money, 
many details are scill being worked 
our, said Kelly O'Malley, the Alpha 
Phi chapter president. 
"We still haven't decided exactly 
how much money we have and how 
much money we wane co give," 
O'Malley said. 
"We also have ro figure ouc what 
rype of scholarships we want co give. 
We scill have a loc ro chink about," 
she added. 
Once all of these derails have 
been figured out, many new 
opporruniries will be opened for 
members of the sorority. 
Godzicki, who is also the vice 
president of chapter operations, 
expressed a positive opinion about 
the use of the money and che affect 
chat the scholarship fund might 
have. 
"First of all, I think it's a good 
recruicmenc tool because we can 
offer the scholarship to members of 
Alpha Phi and it's beneficial to chem 
because everyone will be working 
hard co earn that scholarship," she 
said. 
• ,r 
briefs 
Counseling Center gives advice 
on balancing fun, alcohol 
» "The Hangover" will be presented 
at 6 p.m. in the Coleman Hall 
Auditorium. The workshop will focus on 
how to be able to balance having fun 
and being responsible. 
PantherMail shuts down for 
labor Day weekend 
n The PantherMail system will not be 
function~ng from 12 p.m. Friday through 
6 a.m., Tuesday, Sept. 5. 
Personal and group staff, faculty 
and student web space will also be 
unavailable during this time. Information 
Technology Services is planning to keep 
the EIU homepage, WebCT and PAWS 
available the entire weekend. 
The system is getting an upgrade in 
systems. A brief interruption of service 
to the university's Web site is possible. 
Faculty Development hosts 
mini-sessions for new faculty 
» New and returning faculty members 
can attend mini-sessions held by faculty 
development. Topics included handling 
distressed students, machine scoring 
of exams, grade submissions, disability 
services and others. 
The first session starts at 1 p.m., 
today, in the Charleston-Mattoon room 
in the Martin Luther King Jr. University 
Union. 
All f9llowing sessions are in the 
same location with the final one starting 
at 3 p.m. on Minority Affairs. 
policenews 
n Theft- On Friday, it was reported 
that an EIU football blocking dummy 
was stolen from a sled at the football 
stadium. 
n Hit & Run- On Friday it was 
reported that a 2005 Chevrolet was 
struck by another vehicle while it was 
parked in E lot on campus. 
» Theft- On Monday it was reported 
that a wallet and contents were stolen 
from an unlocked Nissan pickup truck 
parked near Lawson Hall, Saturday. 
o campus 
TODAY 
Sociology Oub Meeting 
Time I 5:45 p.m. 
Location I Blair Hall Third Floor 
Conference Room 
WebCT getting started 
Time I 2p.m. 
Location I McAfee 1214 
More info I 581-8397 
COMMENTS I CORRECTIONS I 
EVENTS 
To report any errors, local events or 
general suggestions for future editions 
please contact our news editor, Sarah 
Whitney, via: 
Phone I 581 -7942, 
E-mail I DENnewsdesll@gmail.com 
Office visit I 181 t Buzzard HaU. 
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• o view 
ISSUE I Third parties are an 
overlooked voting option 
TAKE A 
THE BOOTH 
Students had the opporrunicy ro register 
co vote on Monday in Coleman Hall and 
the Martin Lucher King Jr. Universicy 
Union. 
This is a convenience we at the Daily 
Eastern News appreciate, because it is often 
difficulc co remember co register in Coles 
County rather than the areas from which we 
come. 
Once students are registered, though, we 
have a suggestion for how they should vote. 
When they see an alternative party on rhe 
ballot, they should scrongly consider giving 
it a chance. 
Third parties have a tough time in 
American politics. They have become 
synonymous with fringe ideas and no 
chance of victory. Not since the Bull Moose 
Parcy in 1912 has there been a serious run 
at the White House by anyone bur chc rwo 
ruling parties, whomever rhey may be. 
In char eleccion, there was not just a third 
parcy but a fourth as well. Eugene V. Debs' 
socialist party polled a full 6 percenr of the 
vore, che highest that parcy ever managed in 
an American public election. 
Since then, things have not been good 
for political parties outside the mainscream. 
Ross Perot's wave of reform never 
materialized, and Ralph Nader's Green 
momentum faltered. 
The most useful thing third parties do 
is often to move the major parties to their 
positions. We arc seeing this now with the 
Green Party's platform of oil independence 
and alternative fuels tal<lng root in 
everyone's minds. 
When U.S. Sen. Barack Obama visited 
campus the week before classes started, 
his speech on energy usage could have 
been straight our of Nader's 1996 election 
platform. 
In the 2002 Illinois gubernatorial 
election, there were two alternative 
candidates on chc ballot: a libercarian and an 
independent. Together, chey polled almost 
100,000 votes. 
That is not a significant number relative 
to the winning total, but that is still a lot 
of people who wanted to choose something 
different. 
Even if they never win, third panics 
play a major role in che American political 
system. In order to keep it that way, 
Americans need to give chem a chance. 
College students, especially, arc the 
most likely to embrace off-the-wall causes. 
The reputation of colleges as a place where 
alternative ideas can Aourish is alive and 
well. 
We have registered student organizations 
for both the Republicans and the 
Democrats, but not for other options. 
Go to it, Eastern. 
YOUR VIEWS I LETIERS TO THE EDITOR 
The cure to unrest is not more sleep 
For every action, there is a reaction. A 
response requires a catalyst. 
The gist of these statements is chat unless 
there is no action, change is inevitable. So 
why docs Eastern, a universicy of more than 
10,000 people, seem so stagnant? 
Minucc voting turnouts and negligible 
attendance for campus-hosted events 
suggest a lack of interest in our school. 
Where are chose looking co enact change 
for the bener? 
Anyone is capable of sparking change. 
and fonunacely, there arc many groups on 
campus who arc working toward this. 
There are political, religious, fraternal 
and special interest groups covering a wide 
range of backgrounds and ideologies char 
are extremely active in trying co making 
Eastern the best place it can be, bur a 
lor of their work goes unnoticed because 
their numbers arc so few among so many 
practicing apathy. 
It doesn't rake a special kind of person co 
make a difference. 
Many students may think, bow can 
just I make a wonhwhile change? But you 
can - those same groups mentioned earlier 
can benefit enormously from even one 
passionate addition. And what makes one 
Charleston resident has his sar 
For the umpreenrh time we have 
heard the rhetoric and propaganda about 
that terrorist scare Israel, whom from its 
inception has regularly murdered present 
and ancienr people's of Palestine for some 
6,000 years, after 1948 ic has become a 
lethal science. 
Israelis were traditionally marauding 
misanthropes dedicated to seizing other 
peoples' propercy, chen claiming chat god 
as his "chosen" people had the right co do 
so. These former sheep and goat herders 
are living proof chat tribalism manipulated 
by Western hegemonies for the lase 2,000 
years always bear the bitter fruit of localized 
terrorism upon anyone or anything in their 
path; in Palestine. now in Lebanon. 
Israel is now possessing nuclear weapons 
gifted by the United Scares is a premier 
example of tribalism and ethnic cleansing 
childishly ran amok, and as a paradigm, 
muse end. 
Succinctly said, Israel has no right to 
exist in Palestine or anywhere else in any 
habited land already occupied by long-term 
(or even shore-term) peoples of any ethnic 
The editorial is the majority opinion of The Daily group now exranc. 
Eastern News editorial board. The oral and written hisrory of humanity 
Reach the Opinion's editor at DEtlopinions@ provides an answer as to why war and 
gmail.com. occupation follow human migration 
• • _ • into already inhabited rerritorv, i.e., chac 
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"Minute voting 
turnouts and negligible 
attendance for campus-
hosted events suggest 
a lack of interest in our 
school." 
passionate? 
Intense identification with an objccr 
or cause - something so important to you 
char you would fight ro see it preserved. In 
face, one of the greatest manifestations of 
passion is unrest. Perhaps it is only when 
we are genuinely pissed off char we can do 
anything. 
So, Eastern, discover your passion and 
pursue it. 
c.s .__, I Sophomore polrtical science major 
resistance (e.q. Hezbollah - Hamas) is 
predictable. 
The major cause of migration is always 
overpopulation and diminished natural 
resources. Since 1900 co rhc present, 
competition for said resources has been 
exacerbated co delirious heights by capitalist 
pigs advocating their own self interests 
above the masses. 
Hebrew peoples as a latter day 
Frankenstein's "monster• were gathered from 
around chc world backed by the United 
States-Britain under the U.N. as such 
should have died (quickly) not unlike Tito's 
Yugoslavia which Bill Clinton exterminated 
(1990s). 
Rome's success in scattering the Hebrews 
inro the wind as a rebellious colony 
exemplifies Bush's constant clap·trap about 
terrorism and our enemies and like Emperor 
Ticus (70 AD), exterminates everyone over 
10 years old and Romanizes the remnants 
(or democratizes, a la Bush). 
Democracy!? Like in America? 
We are a glowering rwo-parcy system that 
is manipulated by a 1 percent majoricy so 
full of corruption that they had co sacrifice 
cow of their own on the legal cross of 
convenience! 
Israel as America's prize gimlet in Arabia 
is a lesson co all that the teachings of 
Marxism remain sceady. 
. · . 
COLUMNIST I NICLOLE MILSTEAD 
Energy plan 
suspiciously 
timed, Blago 
The governor has come up with a 
plan co try to save Illinois and make us a 
leader in ethanol production. 
Or has our governor created a plan to 
cry co save bis reelection campaign? 
Gov. Rod Blagojevich has bee.n in 
office for nearly four years and has 
· .. 
not touch~d our energy crisis. When 
gasoline prices started co rise, everyone 
knew the days of $2 gas was over. 
For months, families have been 
skimping and sacrificing just co put 
enough in their tank to gee to work. 
For an Illinois governor, he has 
hardly visited Springfield. He somehow 
managed co find a corn field downstate 
in Edwardsville co announce bis 
energy plan only after his Chicago 
announcement went badly. 
I can't help but wonder if this plan 
wiU help anyone downstate or if shortly 
after, any election complications will 
arise and the plan will fizzle. 
Blagojevich's currenr plan will create 
30,000 new jobs and give farmers new 
industries for their crops. 
Why hasn't he already helped the 
ethanol industries we already have? 
Every gasoline in Ill inois contains 
some ethanol, and E85 is a fuel that 
contains 85 perccnr ethanol that 
efficiently runs fuel ffex vehicles. The 
governor has neglected to increase these 
energy sources. During che governor's 
cerm, we have fallen from first in U.S. 
ethanol production co third. Illinois 
ranked second just lase October. 
I want ro know what he has 
done while in office to help our fuel 
industries. He can promise anything he 
wanes, but I like faces. 
Blagojevich says we have the largest 
reserve of coal in the nation, but we 
don't develop this. 
Eastern is state-funded, bur its power 
planr is fueled by Indiana coal. 
We purchase it because it is cheaper. 
Couldn't the governor have invested 
a little there co help our production 
become more competitively priced? 
The bill also calls for every gas station 
in the stare to have E85. However, he 
did nor include any incentives for these 
gas stations. 
The most alarming pan is this will 
not go into effect until 2017. In 11 
years, we should have technologies that 
would not require us to use fossil fuels. 
In 2017, we should noc be in a fuel 
crisis. Our crisis should be trying co find 
fuel for older vehicles char need fossil 
fuels. 
This plan will cost s billions of 
dollars, which we will have co borrow 
and then pay for with back raxes on 
businesses we are not collecting. Why 
aren't we collecting chese taxes already. 
Do we really need a plan that 
desperately requires money in order co 
do our job and collect chem? This is nor 
even the IRS's problem. The governor 
admits they are understaffed and will 
then provide them with an extra 150 
personnel au<iicors. 
I am not saying one gubernatorial 
candidate is better than the other. 
However, I am saying I currently 
want more from the public official we 
have already elected. 
His rccenr change of venue leads me 
to believe chat if every 
year were an election 
year, we could get a 
little more out of Rod. 
Milstead is a junior journalism major. She can 
be reached at nnnilstead@eiu.edu. 
"< ·. ' · .. 
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CAMPUS I STUDENT SPOTLIGHT 
Drum major keeps band in line 
Music education senior 
demonstrates creativity, 
leadership and plans to teach 
high-school-level music after 
graduation 
By Cathy Bayer 
Senior Campus Reporter 
A few weeks ago, before most students 
arrived on campus. 120 srudems from the 
Panther Marching Band were tirelessly 
praccicing in 90-plus degree temperatures in 
McAfee Gym. 
As beads of swear rolled down the 
musicians' faces, one face was still smiling. 
"I love marching band," said Matt 
Maurizio, a senior music education major 
from Schaumberg. 
llOlllE ftOIUWSIO I TIE IWLT WTEll llE'llS 
He modestly said he has the leadership 
quality necessary to lead a band. That's why 
Maurizio auditioned to be a drum major for 
PMB. 
Of the nine students who audicioned, only 
three are chosen to conduct the marching 
band. 
Drum major Matt Maurizio concentrates on his scales during class Tuesday afternoon in McAfee Gymnasium. 
Bue being a drum major is more than jusc 
directing. Extensive behind-the-scenes work 
goes into marching band. 
he randomly chose to play the trumpet in 
fifth grade. JEFFREY STEINER I BAND DIRECTOR And students respond co chat with even greater respect. 
Maurizio was chosen to help lead the 
band based on conducting ability, an 
interview, marching and vocal command 
demonstrations. 
"Ir's a lot different than high school," 
Maurizio said. 
College marching band is much more 
education-based, he said. It's more for 
entertainment than competirion. 
In high school, he participated in both 
band and choir. 
"I jusc never quit," he said. 
Ir is bis love for leadership and music chat 
makes the ·Senior music education major 
wane to reach high school-level music after 
graduation. 
And that's not all Maurizio brings co the 
show. 
Maurizio is the mild-mannered one, said 
Kaylje Diel, fellow drum major and senior 
music major. 
"Matt is very independent 
in terms of decision 
making, and is creative in 
problem solving. That's 
one of the things we need 
in the band ." 
Maurizio is also a student worker for the 
music deparcmenc, and is the "point man" for 
the Panther Marching Band Festival on Sept. 
30. 
Twenry-five bands are signed up for the 
competition, hue ic's open to as many as 40 
marching bands. 
Maurizio also does behind-the-scenes 
work for chis evenc, dealing with much of the 
organization and scheduling. 
Steiner believes Maurizio has a unique and 
important role in the band. Approximately 120 students make up the 
band. 
Maurizio is one of just three drum majors 
who conduct the band. 
"He's che glue that holds everything 
cogecher," she said. 
is here to collaborate, said Jeffrey Steiner, 
marching band director. 
"Mace is very independent in cerms of 
decision making and is creative in problem 
solving," Steiner said. "That's one of the things 
we need in the band." Maurizio began his musical career when 
UNIVERSITY I ALUMNI AFFAIRS 
He cries co get everyone in PMB involved 
by spreading the idea that the whole band 
Maurizio gives ouc more respect than he 
expects co gee, Steiner said. 
Donations exceed expectations 
Students making phone 
calls earn $11 million 
in 38 weeks, averaging 
$40 a donaton 
By Jessica Kinsella 
Staff reporter 
The Office of External Relations 
and the Alumni Association jusc 
finished a three-year, $10 million 
fundraising campaign. . 
Alumni donated more than 
expected. 
The campaign resulted in over 
$11 million, said Karla Evans, 
executive di rector of development, at 
Tuesday's Faculty Senate meeting. 
The Alumni Association consists 
of nearly 3,500 members who 
receive a magazine comaining 
stories and faces about Eastern, 
said Steve Rieb, director of alumni 
services. 
This is done in order to keep 
alumni engaged, he said. 
The assooanon provides 
opportunities for alumni to get 
together and meet face to face with 
members of External Rdacions 
through receptions and events. 
These cvencs can include things 
such as a Wlgating party for the 
Eastern vs. University of Illinois 
ASSEGE HAILEMARIAM I 
FACULTY SENATE CHAIR 
"You have to give 
a little to get a 
I ittle." 
football game chis weekend, Rich 
said. 
Holding these events do cost 
money, hue the chair of Faculty 
Senate, Assege HaileMariam, 
understands "you have to give a 
little to get a little." 
Alumni supporc is imponanc to 
the university, said Jill Nilsen, vice 
president for external relations. 
The campaign helped Eastern co 
surpass the national average of 7 .1 
percent of alumni supponers. 
With 8.97 percent of Eastern's 
alumni making donations to the 
university, the national average was 
easily surpassed, Evans said. 
The Alumni Association's goal 
is to reach double digits next year, 
Evans said. 
Evans said chat 98 percent of the 
fees given by alumni arc restricted 
fur a certain p~ at their 
requests. 
The money is distributed to 
three main areas on campus, with 
26 percent going to infrastructure, 
which enhances the quality of 
education, 27 percent co annual 
operations and 47 percenc co 
endowments, which is a grant or 
gift, Evans said. 
The senate was pleased with the 
end results of the campaign. 
"We are moving in a positive 
direcrion by getting alumni more 
engaged," said senate member and 
biological sciences professor Bud 
Fischer. 
Senate member and recreation 
administration professor John 
Pommier agreed. 
"You guys (External Relations) 
arc understaffed and yet excrcmdy 
efficient," Pommier said. 
Through the effons of a staff 
of 50 students making phone calls 
38 weeks a year to alumni and 
special appeals to married couples, 
the association made an average of 
$40 each donation, said Jonathan 
McKenzie, assistant director of 
alumnj services. 
What started as a revenue base 
annual fund of $140,000 about 
three years ago bas increased to 
$250,000, making a jump of 
$110,000, McKenzie said. 
Also at the meeting. the senate 
reminded members of the Faculty 
Luncheon, which will be at 11 :30 
a.m. today. 
New and old members of the 
fuculcy were encouraged to attend 
the yearly event. 
The Black Knights 
"It is not the critic who counts, 
not the man who points out how 
the strong man stumbles, or where 
the doer of deeds could have done 
them better. The credit belongs 
to the man who is actually in the 
arena. whose face is marred by 
dust and sweat and blood, who 
strives valiantly, who errs and 
comes short again and again 
because there is no effort without 
error and short comings, who 
knows the great devotion, who 
spends himself in a worthy cause, 
who at best in the end knows the 
high achievement of triumph, and 
who at worst, if he fails while dar-
ing greatly, knows bis place shall 
never be with those timid and cold 
souls who know neither victory 
nor defeat." 
-Theodore Roosevelt-
·A Combat Veterans Alliance-
Supporting the tramition 
to student life. 
Contact Eric J. Nelson 
(847) 975-3936 
The next Faculty Senate meeting 
will be held ac 2 p.m., Sept. 9, in 
Room 4220 in Booth Library. 
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II EIMMDSVlLE- A teenager 
accused d stabbing a woman In 
the back at an Allon drug store was 
seiltelad Tuesday to conllnemert far 
an 11'5pded tne, posdltf lld he 
tll'ns 21 . 
Sentenced as a jlNer1He IP/ a 
Madison CoWlly judge. the 16-ys-old 
defe11dart plelded !)lily 1151 mcnh 1D 
charges d agwavaled balb!rJ 
~ S1lf he stabbed 47->tf!M-
old lblda Wiegand In the back wllh a 
steak knle whle she was checkilg her 
l*>od presue at a <YS pM llllCJ Aprl 
23. 
Mon police have said the boy cldn't 
know Wiegand and chose her Iii~ 
because he Rad to stab someolle. 
tlegand WM trelllell It a St. LaUs 
hospital and released. 
The teen could be held In the llnols 
jlMr1le cMslon lld he's 21, said 
Sb!ptianee Smllh, a spokeswomM far 
the Maclson COllty State's ~s 
Office. 
D1•1a ... -... ..... ...._ 
• IJnl Dktrict cmll•11e 
II QUINCY - 0emoa ats In western 
mrm have chosen a lrion leader to 
...,...._Q.Mty...,hck 
Seim as a mddalefarthe .._ 
General~ 
Party chai1nen from seven col.lltles 
in the 93rd District chose Kett Street, 
former president d the lntemalional 
Brotherhood of Boiermakers Local 
484, to replace Scholz on the 
November balot agai\st Rep. .Iii Tracy. 
R-Mwt Stertlg. 
Scholz, 53, bowed cu d the race 
earler this month to battle a llre-
threatenlng liver disease. 
Street was a strong leader when the 
Meredosia-based Irion wm throt9' a 
lockm last year, oflldals said. 
"He went al out to see that the 
people in his Illian received money.,,. 
their medicine and food and made ue 
they cldn't lose their houses or cars." 
said Mike Barnett, chai'man of the Cass 
County Demoaallc party. 
B . IAllKI 01M1A I KENYA TRIP 
,..._, ___ ,m 
U.S. Sen. Barack Obama, D-IH., emerges with his grandmother, Sarah Hussein Obama, from her house in his family's village of Kogelo, Kenya. on 
Aug. 26. 
Sen. Barack Obama excites Kenyans 
NAIROBI, Kmya - Dudng 
a visit to bia fubei1 homelaml, 
Sen. .,....,~l!f!• 
die ~ J ICaijlii Wfk, 
thronged t:'ICr1 stop ofbia tour. 
Some hoped for promises of 
largesse, others to bask in the glory 
of a suc:cessful African-American 
poliddan, but all wanted to see the 
man they consider a local kid made 
good. 
"Simply by coming here, he 
was making a very imponant 
statemenr. He was tdling all 
Kenyans, and especially our youth, 
tlw the sky la rally the Umlt: 
columnist Dominic Odipo WIOfe 
in Kenya's oldest newspaper. 1bc 
Stuldard. 
This despite the &ct tlwObama 
never !Md in Mica - he wu bom 
in Hawaii, where he spent most 
of his childheod raised by his 
mother, a white American from 
Kansas - and he barely knew 
his f.ather, an economist from 
the watcm Kenyan village of 
Nyangoma-Kogdo. 
Among the hundreds who 
welcomed the 1CDa1Dt ar the 
Klaumu airport, off the shom 
of lab Victoria. was one man 
who cledared: "Obama is the 
6m Luo-American senamr," 
.mrnng ID Obama's &ther's 
aibe. 
Residents of Nyangoma-
Kogdo told local television 
stations they apc:acd Obama 
to help than build DlOR 
c:lamooms in the local hJgb 
school - named Sen. Barack 
Obama Kogdo Secondary 
Sc:bool - as ...al as ID build 
c:linica and paw: the ..... din 
!Olds. • 
Kmyans allDOlt univasally 
embraced Obama. who .... 
aa:ompanicd by an enormous 
entourage, burly ICCUrity guaada 
and caravans of four-wheel 
dmc vehJdes. 
IAPllAEL 1UI I KENYAN FOREIGN A™IRS MINISTER Mwai Kibaki has an importult announc:anent, such as Cabinet 
changes. 
.. '. ::i I \: I... ; : ; • ) ,_. : ( c F>I l, ' ' d i ~) r. " 11 l 1 In his speech. Obama touched OD dMll8el DOl aonnally debated 
openly in Kenya, such as high-
levd corruption, the tribal politia 
tlw have dominated the counay 
sinc:e its 1963 independence from 
Britain and Kenyans' need to make 
moR demands of their leaders. 
h e m J k L s. c u I :i !YI L 11 ~ :,; ( i i t I ( I l i n 9 ·~ h (.; 
government.'' 
far their counay has progtcssed. 
Foreign Affairs Minister 
Raphad Tuju said the 6aa Obama 
could lecmR Kmya on corruption 
amt other issues showed how much 
tbiap had changed. 
"We give him polk:e protccdon, 
and he malra comments aitidzing 
the govmunenr. It is a tribute 
to the level of &eedom we arc 
enjoying. That for me is the greatest 
acbicmnent" of this trip. Tuju told 
1bc Aaociaa:d Press. 
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Tuju raponded to Obama's 
statement tlw corruption wu 
a crisis in Kenya and that the 
govanment needed to do MOR by 
saying. "We can say we have tried 
our bat, but our best is not good 
enough." 
When Obama made • polk.y 
speech ar the state-run Univcnity 
of Nairobi, it was aired live on 
television, something that usually 
happens only during official 
celebrations or when President 
"Corruption is not a new 
problem; it's not just a Kenyan 
or Afiican problem. It's a human 
problem," Obama said. -while 
corruption is a problem we all 
share, here in Kenya it is a aisis 
robbing an honest people of the 
opportunities they have fought for 
and~.· 
In the past, government officials 
have raaed angrily to similar 
swements by foreign diplomm. 
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Hu111nd Aplltmm Cldlled 11r u. ca, fl Chllllltan! 
1hey c:bcered II he railed 
against their country's bigb-
tml corruption and injustice. 
08idals have evm souglu ro 
a, m-aftft•....._ ~2!!1YBPMMM.illtmt.i.;J,. ;. 
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President George W. Bush answers questions while touring United States Marine Inc., Monday Aug. 28, in Gulfport, Mississippi. Listening to the 
President speak left to right are Mississippi Governor Haley Barbour and his wife Marsha, U.S. Senator Thad Cochran and U.S. Rep Chip Pickering. 
While visiting the Mississppi Gulf Coast, the president spoke with airmen at Keesler Air Force Base, toured a Biloxi neighborhood damaged by 
Katrina and met with Mississippi Gulf Coast leaders during a lunch in Biloxi. 
Bush comforts New Orleans 
The As.sociated Press 
NEW ORLEANS - President 
Bush comforted the cicy chat lost 
so much in Hurricane Katrina and 
regained so little in che year since. 
Amid che raw sorrow of Tuesday's 
anniversary, the president selected 
a few beacons of hope to give a lift 
to struggling Gulf communities and 
his own stilJ-smarting presidency. 
He scarfed hot cakes with 
happy patrons at Betsy's Pancake 
House, a reopened hangout in a 
downtrodden, flood-stained New 
Orleans neighborhood. He chose 
as a speech backdrop a new charter 
school viewed as a sign of the cicy's 
commionent to a better post-
Katrina educational system. 
He calJed on rhythm and blues 
legend and local favorite son Fats 
Domino, who is restoring his 
destroyed Ninth Ward home, and 
replaced chc National Medal of 
Arts char got washed away with 
everything else. 
He visited a Habitat for 
Hwnanicy project nearby char 
is building dozens of homes for 
displaced local musicians. 
He even met che New Orleans 
Saines, whose recum to the 
Superdome next month is cheered 
here as a symbol of normalcy in 
che very place that 30,000 scorm 
victims grew increasingly desperate 
in the days alter Katrina's strike. 
"The chalJengc is not only to 
help rebuild, but che chalJcngc is to 
help restore che soul," Bush said in 
a speech heavily laced with religious 
references. "Sunday has not yet 
come to New Orleans, but you can 
sec it ahead." 
When Katrina roared ashore 
cast of New O rleans last Aug. 29, 
it left 80 percent of New Orleans 
underwater, killed 1,800 people 
across chc Gulf Coast, destroyed 
or severely damaged more than 
204,000 homes and made more 
than 800,000 people homeless 
overnight. 
A year later, New Orleans and 
other bard-hit parts of southeastern 
Louisiana b:tven't even emerged 
entirely fro:n che cleanup phase. 
Less than half of New Orleans' 
population has returned. 
briefs 
Rumsfeld accuses Bush critics 
of appeasement, confusion 
n SALT I.AKE OTY, Utah - Defense 
Secretary Donald H. Rumsfeld on 
Tuesday accused critics of the Bush 
administration's Iraq and counter-
terrorism policies of trying to appease 
"a new type of fascism." 
In unusually explicit terms, Rumsfeld 
portrayed the administration's critics as 
suffering from u moral and intellectual 
confusion" about what threatens the 
nation's security and accused them of 
!ac.k.ing~~-OIJ!'i!ge-!Q fight ,,.bac~= 
In remarks prepared for delivery 
to the American Legion's national 
convention, Rumsfeld recited what he 
called the lessons of history, including 
the failed efforts to appease the AdoK 
Hitler regime in the 1930s. 
u1 recount this history because 
once again we face the same kind of 
challenges in efforts to confront the 
rising threat of a new type of fascism" 
he said. 
Tropical Storm Enesto floods 
tllro•gll Rorida Keys 
KEY WEST, Ra. - Rain from Tropical 
Storm Ernesto swept across parts of 
the vulnerable Rorida Keys on Tuesday 
morning as residents hurried to make 
last-minute preparations before the 
main body of the storm strikes. The 
storm has a chance of regaining 
hurricane strength before it makes 
landfall as early as Tuesday night, the 
National Hurricane Center said. 
F•gitin polygamist leader 
Jeffs caught in Nevada 
LAS VEGAS - A pol)'gamist Mormon 
sect leader who was on the FBl's 
Most Wanted List has been arrested 
and faces sexual misconduct charges 
for allegedly arranging marriages 
between underage girls and older men, 
authorities said T uesd~ 
Warren Steed Jeffs, 50, was taken 
into custody after he and two other 
people were pulled over late Monday. 
OPEN@n 
~arty's 
Double Cheeseburger w/Fries $3.49 
*Big Bottles* ~ ~Tropical Pitchers'i' 
;*Sex on the Beach Shots* 
$2.00 
I 
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U.N. chief calls on Israel to end blockade 
The Associated Pres'i 
JERUSALEM - U.N. Sccmary-
General Kofi Annan called Israel's 
air and sea blockade of Lebanon 
a "humiliation" Tuesday and 
demanded it be lifted. But Israel said 
it first needed assurances that forces 
deployed on the border can stop 
weapons shipments co Hezbollah. 
1he dispute was the latest threat 
co the fragile cease-fire chac ended 
34 days of fighring between Israel 
and Hezbollah guerrillas. 
Annan arrived in lsrad as pan 
of an 11-day Mideast tour intended 
co shore up the truce, help Lebanon 
recover and secure che relea~c of 
two Israeli soldiers whose capture 
by Hezbollah on July 12 sparke<I 
the fighring. 
Israeli troops are still occupying 
a security zone in sourhem Lebanon 
and have sporadically fought wuh 
Hezbollah guerrillas since the truce 
cook effect Aug. 14. 
Israel says it won't leave uncil a 
sufficiemly strong contingent of 
Lebanese and international troop1 
arrives. 
Annan said the U.N. hoped to 
have 5,000 soldiers in the region 
by Friday. That is double 1a 
prewar number, bur still far short 
of the 15.000 international troops 
eventuaJly supposed to patrol the 
border along with 15,000 Lebanese 
soldiers. 
"Israel will pull our once there is 
a reasonable level of forces rhcre," 
Peretz said wirhout saying how 
many that would be. 
As part of the effort to get 
international troops on the ground 
quickly, a five-ship Italian Acct 
deparced for Lebanon on Tuesday 
carrying 800 soldiers. 
"We need co resolve the issue of 
the abducted soldiers very quickly," 
Annan said during a visit earlier 
Tuesday to a U.N. base in south 
Lebanon. "We need co deal with the 
lifting of che embargo - sea, land 
and air - which for the Lebanese is 
a humiliation and an infringement 
on their sovereignty." 
Nil ASSA1E11 I MCT 
U.N. Secretary-General Kofi Annan, with Lebanese Prime Minister Fuad Saniora at a news conference 
Annan was co meet Wednesday 
with Israeli Prime Minister Ehud 
Olmen, who plans to call for "the 
uncondicionaJ return of our captives 
in Lebanon," said his spokeswoman 
Miri Eisin, referring to resem 
soldiers Ehud Goldwasscr and 
Eldad Regev. 
Monday, August 28, 2006 in Beirut, Lebanon. The U.N. chief called for the eventual disarming of Hezbollah, 
but added that force wasn't the only way to achieve that goal. 
Lebanon says its rroops can secure 
the border on their own. 
Syria and Lebanon." 
In Israel, Annan met with 
Defense Minister Amir Peretz and 
urged che blockade be lifted "as 
soon as possible in order ro aJJow 
Lebanon co go on with normal 
commerciaJ activities and also 
rebuild irs economy." 
Israel has said it will allow free 
movement once it is assured the 
forces deployed on Lebanon's 
borders can prevent Hezbollah 
from rearming itself. Israel wanes 
intemationaJ forces to help patrol 
the Lebanon-Syria border to enforce 
an arms embargo on Hczbollah. 
Peretz said he told Annan about 
the importance of controlling the 
border "and the implementation 
of the embargo against the transfer 
of arms and ammunition between 
Annan said Israel was responsible 
for most of the violations of the 
cease-fire and appealed for everyone 
to work together to ensure peace 
holds and •not risk another 
explosion in six years or 20 years." 
A third soldier, Cpl. Gilad Shalit, 
was captured by Hamas-linkcd 
militants from an army post near 
the Gaza Strip on June 25. 
'•' for rent 
4 Bedroom Home. Close to 
campus, w/ central air, W/D. 
$225 month. Call 549-2060 
________ 9/1 
2 BR Apartment on the square. 
Partially furnished. Water and 
trash paid. Lease. Call 345-
4336. 
________ 918 
Own cheaper than renting. 
14x70 custom built for 2 
houselike mobile home. Must 
see to appreciate! 2 bedrooms, 
wonderful condition. New roof, 
new hot water heater. Very 
private. Call 348-5189. 
________ 918 
Park Place Apartments: 1 unit 
available 1mmediatly call for 
details. Contact Jen 348-1479 
________ 00 
AVAIL IMMEO large apt, 1 or 2 
person Central air, w/d, garage. 
No pets. 345-7286 www. 
jwilliamsrentals.com 
________ 00 
EXCELLENTLOCA TION. LEASE & 
RENT NEGOTIABLE. 5 bedroom 
house. All new! Washer/Dryer, 
stove, refrigerator, central ail, 
fumance. Low utilities. Trash 
included. Call 345-6967 
________ ()() 
par 4-6 Bedroom House, 2 112 
Bath, Washer/Dryer, 2 Decks. 
(217) 348-9339 
________ ()() 
Lincolnwood Pinetree has 2&3 
BR Apes. available for second 
semester. Call 345-6000. 
________ ()() 
'•' for rent 
Efficiency close to campus. $325/ 
month including utilities and air. 
Male only. No pets. No smoking. 
345-3232 days. 
________ 00 
Price To Rent: 4 bedroom, 1 1/2 
Baths, Semester lease Considered, 
No Pets, 348-8305 
________ 00 
New Four Bedroom Apartments. 
Extremely Close to Campus. 
Across from Lantz. Fully 
Fumished.CallTodayforlowered 
Rates. Grantview Apartments. 
345-3353. 
________ 00 
6 bedroom houseclosetocampus. 
3 bathrooms, 2 living rooms, 
Large Kitchen. Stove, refrigerator, 
washer and dryer. Available for 
the 06-07 school year for more 
info www.potederentals.com or 
217-345-5088 
________ 00 
5 bedroom house on 6th Street, 2 
bath, Large bedrooms completely 
remodeled new caipet, stove, 
refrigerator. Enclosed back porch 
and dining room. Available for 
the 06-07 school year for more 
info www.poteeterentals.com or 
217-345-5088 
________ ()() 
SAVE MONEY-NEWLY 
REMODELED HOUSE- LARGE 
ROOMS, STORAGE SPACE NEXT 
TO UNIVERSrTY. PARKING 
AV AILABLE..348-3406 
________ ()() 
for sale 
New madallion home: 3 
bedrooms and 2 baths, central 
air, some appliances, carpet on 
floor, venician blinds. Call 345-
4207. 
________ 911 
BEER lights/Mirrors Call 34S-
5888 
________ 9/1 
Pillow top Queen Size Matress 
Set. Still m plastic. Cost$ 900 sell 
at $195. Call 217-649-1015. 
________ --,-___ 9/6 
• help wanted 
Female bartender needed for Icy 
Mug. Apply within, must be 21. 
Across from fairgrounds. 
________ 8130 
Welcome Back Students! We'll 
help you open the door to a new 
career. Apply online at www. 
expresspersonnel.com Or Call 
217-234-2211 Express Personnel 
Services Helping People 
Succeed! 
________ 9/1 
Models Needed Male or female 
models for life drawing classes 
for Fall 2006 semester. To apply, 
come to the Art Office, 300 
Lawson Hall. 
________ 9/1 
Brian's Place Night dub hiring 
D.J. and go-go dancer's. Also 
hiring for bartender's and waitress 
2100 Broadway, Mattoon. 234-
4151. 
________ 8131 
• help wanted 
SOCCER REFEREES NEEDED. 
ARE YOU A USSF OR IHSA 
SOCCER REFEREE? WORK 
GAMES IN CHARLESTON AND 
OTHER LOCAL COMMUNITIES 
WHEN YOU CHOOSE FOR 
GREAT PAY. CALL2S4-8717. 
---~----8131 
Are you looking for a part-
t1me evening position in a fun, 
profe-;sional office atmosphere? 
Ruffalo Cody/ Westaff is 
seeking professional telephone 
fundraisers. Flexible scheduling.. 
weekly paychecks; part-time 
evenings; no -cold calling" 
required. Stop by Westaff at 651 
Castle Dr. or call 345-1303. 
________ 9/1 
FT or PT Direct Service Personnel 
to assist individuals with 
developmental disabilities with 
daily living skills and individual 
training goals in group homes. 
Looking for self motivated 
candidates who will advocate 
for the needs oi individuals with 
developmental disabilities. Shifts 
available on evenings, overnights 
or early morning. 
Must be at least 18 years old w/ 
HS diploma or GED. Requires 
successful completion oi criminal 
background check. Requires valid 
driver's license with satisfactQfy 
driving record. Must be available 
weekends and holidays. 
Apply in penon: CTF, 521 7th Sl, 
Charleston www.dfillinois.org 
________9'1 
• help wanted 
CAMPUS MARKETING REP 
NEEDED Looking 
for outgoing.. motivated student 
to market on campus during fall 
semester. $10.00 per hour, plus 
bonuses. Flexible hours. For more 
infonnat1on call: 8881839/3385 
________ 9/1 
IMMEDIATE OPENINGS! 
Customer Service& Sales Agents 
needed. Partime evenings, 
$7/hour + commission. Long-
term great Opportunity. APPLY 
TODAY OCONSOLIDATED 
MARKET RESPONSE 700 Lincoln 
Ave, Charleston. Office hours M-
F 8A-6P. 639-1135 
________ 9/1 
The New Rockome is hiring 
waiters and waitresses for its 
newly renovated restaurant. 
Applications are available at 
the Rockome office or on-line 
at www.rockome.com. Return 
applications in person-Monday 
through Friday, April 10-14. Call 
(217) 268-4106. 
________ 00 
lost & found 
lost: Movie related VHS tape. 
To retrieve tape go to Old Main 
Room2010. 
Lost One Gold Earing. Go to 
2010 in Old Main to retrieYe this 
"9n. 
[l lost & founcf 
lost: Pair of Black Reading 
glas~. Go to Records Office in 
Old Main Rm. 1220. 
~ ~ roommates 
Roommate for awesome house. 
huge kitchen, 2 living rooms, 2 
bathrooms.laundry and parking. 
Bedroom with thermostat $300 
month. 630-865-7419 
Male roommate needed far 
new apartments in Grant View 
building. $325/month low 
utilities. Call 309-838-0786 
________ 914 
Sublessor needed immediallely. 
1817 9th St. Unit 2. Has WIDA 
Dishwasher. $260 monthly. Call 
708-602-5277 
________911 
Female Sublessor needed. 
looking for Aug 06 thru May 07 
sublessor 2 br, female rm $ 260 
month water included 2nd 5L 
Close to campus call 309-712-
6606 ot 309-645-6614 
________911 
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H Class LYNNE CURRY I FACULTY LAUREATE what your family or friends want, but what you wane co gee out of it," 
she said. FROM PAGE 1 
"Convocation is sending a scrong 
message about why the srudenc is 
here ac the university," said Richard 
Wandling, the chair of polirical 
science deparrmenc. 
"Remember, as a student, you must make this personal. Coming to 
the university is not because of what your family or friends want, but 
what you want to get out of it. 
"The University is a communiry 
building. When you decided co 
come co college, you made a deal 
with the taxpayers by saying that 
with your education that you will 
better society." 
"The message of this meeting to 
reinforce that as chc student you arc 
here to learn," he added. 
The position of Faculty Laureate 
is selected by faculty members to 
help send the message of the benefits 
of a college education. 
Fern Kory, last year's faculty 
laureate, introduced the 2006 to 
2007 faculry laurcace Lynne Curry 
by telling the audience chat Curry is 
a specialise in her work. 
Kory said chat Curry, for the past 
three years, has been working on a 
book about children's rights. 
That book will be published this 
coming April. 
Kory has her students interview 
their neighbors to get co know chem 
bener; she used her own idea and 
incerviewed Curry. 
"It is better co know more 
abour a person besides name, rank, 
and email, bur something more 
personal," she said. 
"For example, when I had asked 
Dr. Curry to give me someching 
interescing, and she replied chac 
she was a yoga instructor over the 
summer," she added. 
Even though most students 
weren't given a choice about 
attending the ceremony - many 
professors required attendance for 
classes - Curry asked the attending 
students co consider why they made 
che choice co attend college in the 
first place. 
"Remember, as a scudent, you 
must make chis personal. Coming 
tt> the universiry is not because of 
General education requires 
srudems to chink outside their 
majors, Curry said. 
"Whether it is inside or outside 
the classroom, the University life 
will shake you ouc of your shell," 
she said. 
"You, as the student, muse master 
the material by knowing data char 
is accurate, what is worthwhile and 
what is worchless." 
UNIVERSITY NEWS I SOUTHERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY BOONDOCKS I AARON McGRUDER 
Southern Illinois 
president defends 
denying access to 
school contracts 
(U-WIRE) CARBONDALE. 111. - Southern IIJinois University 
officials Monday vowed co bacde two southern Illinois newspapers 
in court and said they had nothing ro hide when they denied access 
to five employment contracts. 
SIU President Glenn Poshard and general counsel Jerry 
Blakemore said their denial of a Freedom of Information Acr 
request from the Anna Gazecte-Democrac in March complies wirh 
scare law. 
Blakemore cited a 2005 decision chat withheld an employment 
evaluarion from che (Peoria) Journal Star and guaranteed SIUC 
"will defend this in court. n 
Poshard said che university has nothing co hide, but che 
administration did not want ro release the concracts because it 
would contradict state law. 
Donald Craven, the attorney for the newspapers, said the Peoria 
decision was Hawed, and chis case would reveal chat. 
Craven said the university makes a pracrice of automatically 
denying chis rype of requesc. 
"Their standard way of doing chings is to say 'no,' and they hope 
you go away. And we didn't go away," Craven said. 
Posha.rd, whose $291,764 salary is public record, showed Daily 
Egyption reporters a copy of his contract, which contains clauses 
requiring him to provide regular updates on his health via doccor's 
note and avoid engaging in parti$an policies. 
He refused to release a copy. 
The university president publicized bis heart condition when 
he was named president in November but would not go into detail 
about the condition. He is a former Democratic scace senator, U.S. 
Congressman and Illinois gubernatorial candidace. 
The Anna Gazctce-Democrat, its publisher Jerry Reppert and 
the Southern Illinoisan filed suic in Sangamon Counry court in 
Springfield Aug. 22, arguing the university unjustly denied access 
to the contracts. 
Reppert's request asked for the contraets of Poshard, SIUC 
Chancellor Walter Wendler, the late President James Walker, 
visiting professor John Jackson and Mike Lawrence, director of the 
Paul Simon Public Policy Institute. 
Jackson said nobody contacted him about his contract but said 
he would have no problem making a copy of it. 
Lawrence also said nobody made an inquiry about his concract, 
and he bad no idea a request had been made co see it. 
"My life's an open book. Ir has been for 20 years," Lawrence 
said. 
Reppert, an SIUC graduate who owns weekly newspapers 
across southern Illinois, said be pursued the contracts on a "news-
gachering" mission. 
He chose the conrraccs of some of SIU C's highest-paid employees 
because he said he thought it was best to start at the top. 
"That's what we're in the business of, and that's what we were 
crying co do," Reppert said. 
Dennis DcRossctt, publisher of the Southern Illinoisan, said 
his newspaper believed the universiry should release the concraccs 
because universiry employees are paid by the state, and the comracts 
are public record. 
Wendler, who signed a letter rejecting the request, said he acced 
on Blakemore's advice. 
He said he was unaware of che legalities of contract disclosure 
and added chat he had nothing to hide in his own contract. 
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·~-~&me. Crossword Edited by Will Shortz No.07 
ACROSS 
1 Passion 
6 Each 
10 Silhouette in a 
Southwest 
skyline 
14 Manager who 
led both the 
Yankees and 
Mets to 
pennants 
15 River of Siberia 
16 Un-PC 
computer? 
17 Horace, e.g. 
18 Grouchoesque 
look 
19 Not according to 
Miss Manners 
20 Start of a J. Paul 
Getty quote 
23 Put on the line 
24 Kind of mattress 
25 Appetite 
whetters, 
perhaps 
29 Quote, part 2 63 Chihuahua 
33 Stephen of "Still chum 
Crazy" 64 Haiti's _ Doc 
34 Big fan 
35 Quebec place 
name starter 
36 Hotel room 
amenities 
39 Attic sight 
40 Up and about 
42 Puggle, e.g. 
43 Water tester 
44 One of football's 
Manning 
brothers 
45 Quote, part 3 
so Eponymous 
Bloomer 
51 Sighs of relief 
52 Diet., e.g. 
55 End of the quote 
59 Did laps, maybe 
62 Nickelodeon's 
little explorer 
65 Rioter's tal<:1 
66 Narrow spot 
67 Graph features 
68 Novel 
conclusion? 
69 Baseball chartful 
DOWN 
1 Mushroom 
maker 
2 Return to 
brunette, say 
3 Results of 
blizzards 
4 Approximating 
words 
5 Frenzied 
routines 
6 Siren's quality 
7 Zest 
8 Fit for service 
9 Tall treat 
------------- 10 Fun house ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE fixture 
..,,......,......,.,.....,.....,,,... 11 Australian 
runner 
.......,,,..+..,,,.+-,.-t-=-t 12 Bummed 
~:+-:,+="1-=+=- 13 Top pitcher 
~;,,;+.;;,_+.;.,..fl!ll~..,.,.+,;,+..,.+,:,+..-1-"""4 21 Mineral in 
sheets 
22 Surgery ctrs. 
...,,.+,...+,,.... 26 Atomizer output 
27 Italian wine area 
28 Carson's 
Camac, e.g. 
30 Item of 
..,..,+..,.....,,,..-,-1 utilitarian art 
~-~- 31 Scornful look 
PUzzle by Al'-1 OoNJd 
32 Hero 44 K-12 54 Penguins' 
36 Think about it 46 Andean hangouts 
37 Go from pillar to animals 56 Lampblack, 
post 47 Feminine side essentially 
38 Hideous sort 48 Barefoot activity 57 Home-run g< 
39 Court 58 Send out 49 Beethoven's 
40 Many Eskimos Third 59 Mud bath sp 
41 Remain unused 53 Common pie 60 Car wash op 
43 Drivel slice count 61 Copy 
For answers, call 1-900-285-5656, $1.20 a minute: or, witt 
credit card. 1-800-814-5554. 
Annual subscriptions are available for the best of Sunday 
crosswords from the last 50 years: 1-888-7-ACROSS 
Online subscriptions: Today's puzzle and more than 2,000 
past puzzles, nytimes.com/crosswords ($34.95 a year) . 
Share tips: nytimes.com/puzzleforum. Crosswords for youi 
·solvers: nytimes.comlleamlng/Xwords. 
n Arms JORGE MUNOZ I 
FROM PAGE 12 
Stinson said. "It's good for the individual. 1 
think I have what it takes to keep competing 
for the starring job every day." EASTERN'S QUARTERBACKS COACH 
Zook says all three quarterbacks will know 
exactly when they will be inserted into che 
game before the 6 p.m. lcickoff Sarurday 
because char eliminates the possibiJicy of 
complicating the sicuation any further. 
shoulder at incoming freshmen Isiah Williams 
and Eddie McGee. 
Donato is coming off a season where he 
completed 57 percent of his passes, led the 
Panthers to a 9-3 record and rook 97 percent 
of the snaps for an Ohio Valley Conference 
championship team. 
"Mike has great leadership and has gained 
the respecr of his ceammaces." said Eastern 
quarterbacks coach Jorge Munoz. "He 
possesses the knowledge of what we want to 
do wich the offense." 
The quarcerback conrroversy discussion 
began almost immediacely after Donato 
wenc 18-36 for 144 yards in the first round 
playoff loss lase November and failed co get 
the Panthers into the end rone in a 21-6 loss 
to Souchern Illinois at O'Brien Stadmm. 
"He's mentally and physical tough and 
has become more consistent in several areas 
including the understan~g of defenses he 
will face," Munoz said. 
Brasic had only accempred one pass in a 
game in his previous two seasons with the 
lllini, bur made the best of his first ever start 
in che opener of the 2005 season. 
"Donato's mentally 
and physically tough 
and has become more 
consistent in several 
areas including the 
understanding of 
defenses be will face." 
"I guess it's kind oflike the NFL preseason 
where Isiah will play chis series and so on," 
Zook said. "For freshman especially, these 
lcids have enough pressure on chem, they 
don't need co wonder 'if coach is going to 
yank me."' 
In order co bring competition to every 
position after a disappointing 2-9 season; the 
Illini signed a pair of quarrerback prospects 
co its nationally ranked class in Williams and 
McGee. 
However, after averaging only 145 yards 
passing per game in 2006 and having an 
equal couchdown to interception ratio (9 
TDs/9 INTs), Stinson was broughc in and 
given the opporrunity co win the job heading 
into the fall. 
The senior who holds che Illinois High 
School record for passing yards (589 against 
Joli er Catholic in a 2001 state quarterfinal 
game) was 24-of-34 for 233 yards and chree 
touchdowns in a 33-30 come-from-behind 
win in overtime against Rutgers. 
"We would like co play Cole Stinson at 
some point bur we don't want to designate 
that it will be rhe second quarter or third 
series or what have you," Hutson said. 
Williams, who goes by his nickname 
"Juice," was rated the second best prospect 
in che state, .third best pro-style quarterback 
in the nation according to Rivals.com and 
could be ready co step in Division I-A college 
compecmon immediately. 1he 6-fooc-2 
Chicago produce chrew for 1,841 yards and 
rushed for 1,441 yards in his final season of 
high school and chose the Illini over North 
Carolina, Penn State, Tennessee and Ohio 
State. 
"Cole is a greac quarterback and char's why 
they brought him into chis team so we can 
push each other and the best guy can lead this 
team," Donato said. 
However, he ended last season's campaign 
with 11 touchdowns and 1 1 interceptions, 
along with two games where he had less rhan 
50 yards passing. 
Zook also comes into his team's first game 
with Brasic as the starter and said his senior 
signal ~ler made drastic improvements in 
the preseason camp workours in Rantoul. 
Stinson uansferred during the spring 
semester and scarred four games his freshman 
season ar Ball Stace. Stinson, a Florida 
recruit, was one of the many names Zook 
recognized from the Panthers rosrer when 
he was recruiting for Flo.rida. Stinson passed 
for 1101 yards with five touchdown passes in 
2004. 
"We need to be more balanced this year 
and nor make ic all fall on che quarterback 
and from that standpoint Tim Brasic will be 
bener," Zook said. 
Eastern interim head coach Mark Hurson 
said the Panthers would like to play both 
quarterbacks chis Sarurday if given the 
opportunity, but wouldn't comment on the 
exact time the switch wiU be made. 
"There is no comparison between last 
year's version of Tim Brasic and this year's," 
Zook said. "I believe a quarterback muse 
spend more time working chan we have co 
spend with him and he's done char." 
Zook hinted Tuesday rhe Illini may play as 
many as rhree quarterbacks with McGee also 
in the running for playing time bur may rdy 
on a system char worked our during his cwo-
year tenure at Florida. 
McGee is much more of a raw pocential 
player from Washington D.C. as che 6-
fooc-4, 189-pound produce comes from 
the same high school as Jacksonville Jaguars 
quarterback Byron Leftwich. 
"(Competition) is good for the team," 
• Spoo 
FROM PAGE 12 
crack record," Randy Mdvin said. 
"He hired guys char I think he 
wanted co help directly." 
Spoo gave Melvin his first 
college-coaching job in 1988. After 
seven seasons, Melvin moved co 
Wyoming University and he now 
coaches the defensive line for the 
Cleveland Browns. 
"He was a part of the foundations 
of my coaching," he said. "He had 
sessions with coaches chat dealt 
with different phases (of being a 
head coach)." 
Melvin said he still uses some 
of che pamphlets Spoo handed our 
during chose sessions. 
When Eascern lost co Western 
Illinois in week seven of che 1994 
season, they dropped their record 
to2-5. 
Just four games remained and 
another loss would put an end to 
Spoo's college coaching career. 
Coaching at the college level 
When he began his career at 
Wisconsin in 1973, Spoo displayed 
the booming voice chat he's known 
for today. 
"He's always had char," said 
Smith, who coached with him at 
Wisconsin. "There was no doubt 
when coach Spoo got fired up 
because the whole stadium could 
hear ir." 
Smith said the help he received 
from Spoo helped him become a 
betcer coach. 
"We'd talk all the time," he 
said. "Even though he was the 
quarterbacks coach, he oversaw 
(me) and made sure as a young 
coach, I was doing the right thi,ng. I 
always appreciated that." 
Smith was the first assistant 
Spoo hired when he took the job at 
Eastern. 
Wisconsin finished Spoo's second 
season with a 7-4 record but it was 
downhill from rhere. 
After three straight seasons 
during which the Badgers couldn't 
win more than 5 games, Jardine 
decided to retire. 
Spoo was left without a job after 
the 1977 season. 
PHOTO COURTESY SAJIDT IUllG, srom lllFORMATIOll DEl'AITMEllT 
Bob Spoo offers instruction to Vincent Webb Jr. Spoo has been coaching 
45 years and is in his 20th season of coaching football at Eastern. 
But the timing was perfect for 
him. 
H is alma macer, Purdue 
University, was seeking a_ 
quarterbacks coach. 
Two coaches char Spoo bad 
played for were now in athletic 
adminiscrarion and he used that 
tie-in to get a job under Jim Young, 
who had starred the job a year 
earlier. 
In that fuse season, Spoo coached 
Mark Hermann, who still is in che 
top 10 of several Big Ten passing 
categories. 
Spoo helped the Boilermakers 
go co chree consecutive bowl games 
from 1978-80. 
Hermann was a key player in 
all three games, throwing for eight 
combined touchdowns in the bowl 
games. 
"Going against (Spoo) in 
practice, you could see he was a 
very competitive guy," said Joe 
Tiller, Purdue's current head coach 
and a defensive coach while Spoo 
was there. "He knew what he was 
' I I ') ~ ' • t f l I I t 
talking about." 
Spoo and Tiller helped Purdue 
return to a bowl game following the 
1984 season in the Peach Bowl. 
Jim EVeretr, who would later go 
on and star in che Nacional Foocball 
League, was the quarterback of chat 
team. 
Everett passed for 253 yards 
and three touchdowns buc a poor 
running game cost Purdue. 
After che 1986 season, Leo 
Burrnett's coaching staff was let go 
when they srumbled to a 3-8 record. 
Spoo was again in search of a job. 
On the brink of firing 
The Panthers headed into their 
eighth game of che 1994 season 
with a 2-5 record. 
When Indiana State arrived on 
Parenrs' Weekend, Spoo knew they 
would have co win if he was going 
ro keep his job. 
Early in the second quarter, it 
did not look good. 
The Panthers were trailing 14-0 
I I' I 0 I . 
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"The basic fact is chat with Isiah and Eddie, 
they are only one play away from being in full 
time so one of chem must be ready ro go," 
Zook said. 
and had jusr gone three-and-our for 
the third time in the game. 
Spoo made the decision to 
take freshman quarterback Mark 
$winning out of the game and 
replace him with Pere Mauch. 
It was a move thac might have 
saved bis job. 
Mauch led the Panthers on an 
11-play scoring drive co cut the 
lead in half and Eastern outscored 
the Sycamores 30-7 the rest of the 
way for a 30-21 come-from-behind 
victory. 
le was che closest the Panthers 
came to losing a game the rest of 
the season. 
Finally a head coach 
When he lost his job at Purdue, 
Spoo called Easrern's athletic 
direcror, R.C. Johnson, co tell him 
he was interested in the coaching 
vacancy left by Al Molde. 
Molde did not return after 
leading the Panthers co the NCAA 
1-M quarterfinals in 1986. 
"I knew I bad big shoes to 
fill," Spoo said. "In the coaching 
profession they say the best time ro 
take a job is when a school is down 
because there's only one way to go 
and chat's up. 
"Yee I needed the work." 
He cook his first head-coaching 
job and began building a program 
around good people. 
Spoo stressed this to his coaches 
when they went on their recruiting 
trips. 
"He used co say 'you can make 
a mistake on cheir talent, bur don't 
make a mistake on their character,'" 
Smith said. 
Smith, who was working ac 
Western Illinois, was che first 
assistant he hired. 
The tremendous respecr he had 
for Spoo as a coach and as a person 
is what drew Smith co che Eastern 
job. 
"I would never have made char 
rype of lateral move if it wasn't for 
Spoo," he said. "I came over wich 
che intention of using chis as a 
stepping stone. 
"He has that much respecc ... 
from other coaches." 
Spoo led the Panthers to a 
Gateway Football Conference 
championship in 1995. 
He was named Division I-AA 
National Coach of rhe Year and is 
still rhe only GFC coach to win thar 
award. 
When the Panchers moved co 
the Ohio Valley Conference in 
1996, he would march strategies 
wirh Roy Kidd, the legendary 
Eastern Kenrucky coach who was 
inducted into the College Football 
Hall of Fame after his retirement in 
2003. 
Spoo's reams went 5-1 against 
Kidd's teams. 
"We always had to be well 
prepared," Kidd said. "The way I 
looked at ir, if you were going to 
win che conference, you had co bear 
EJU." 
When Kidd retired, it left Spoo 
as che conference's longest-tenured 
coach. 
His 20 years are more than rhe 
rest of the conference's coaches 
combined. 
Saving the job 
The Panthers bear Indiana Stace 
during the 1994 season, hue rhey 
still had chree games to win if Spoo 
was going to stay at Eastern. 
After a close game at Illinois 
State, the Panthers beat Wescem 
Kenrucky, 28-20, and then blew 
our Southern Illinois, 24-3. 
The four-game winning streak 
began one of the most successful 
periods in Eastern football history. 
Eastern won 18 of their next 20 
games and the Panthers rerurned ro 
the poscseason in 1995 and 1996. 
When offensive assistant coach 
Mark Hurson arrived in 2003, 
he said he was impressed by rhe 
knowledge that Spoo bad of every 
aspect of the game. 
He said his coaching style is 
similar co some of the all-time 
greats. 
"I had the chance ro play with 
Tom Landry with the Cowboys," he 
said. "They are from the same mold. 
Very quiet and demanding." 
Landry was the head coach of 
che Cowboys for 29 years and was 
inducted inco the Pro Football Hall 
of Fame in 1990. 
Melvin said Spoo's characcer has 
been one reason for his longevity. 
"He is a good man," Melvin 
said. "You don't survive in the 
business for long by not being a 
good man." 
""' - '' 
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Defense continues dominance 
Streak of one-goal games 
carries on from 2005 
By Joe Waltuti 
Staff P.epcx let 
Returning multiple srarccrs in the 
backfield is a good thing for the Panthers 
chis season. 
The defense has nor allowed more 
than one goal in nine consecucivc games, 
stringing back to the halfway point of last 
season. 
The streak also coincides with 
sophomore Mark Hansen taking over as 
starting keeper. 
"I am very pleased with his play," said 
head coach Adam Howarth about his 
goalie. 
This past weekend, Howarth went 
with the same defensive starters agajnst 
boch Decroic Mercy and Bowling Green. 
Seniors Phil Clemmer and Mike 
Comiskey were joined by sophomore 
Eddie Barnes and freshman Nick Bonacker 
co conrinuc chc streak, allowing one goal 
in each game. 
The Panthers have managed to win 
only three games during the Streak, while 
losing four and tying two. 
Panthers escape weekend 
unharmed 
The roster did not cake a hit, as all rhe 
Panthers came back from the weekend'~ 
Bowling Green Falcon Invitattonal 
without injuries. 
In face, chcy arc about co gee some 
additional help as freshman Chris Pearson 
returns from a foot sprain suffered in 
prescason practice. 
Pearson, a 6-fooc-3 center back from 
Newcastle, England, who, according co 
Howarth is .. tough and physical," will 
bring even more depth to the strong 
defensive core. 
Philpott bringing 
toughness to up front 
who lettered in wrestling in high school, 
brings toughness to the front line and is 
sound ccchnically. 
Howarth taking advantage 
of substitution rules 
Prior to starting Missouri Valley 
Conference play there arc no substitution 
rules. 
Howarth has been using this co sec 
more of his players in action. 
Against Detroic Mercy, Howanh used 
six subs and then he used five against 
Bowling Green. Sophomores Dave Rigby 
and Mike Lewis, along with freshmen 
Ari Horing and Jeff Kupiec, were able to 
come off the bench in both games and 
contribute significant minutes. 
Substitution rules change when 
Missouri Valley Conference play begins. 
Ea~tcrn's fim conference game is Sept. 30 
at Missouri Seate. 
In MVC play, 20 players arc allowed co 
see playing time for each team. 
sports W 
While the defense has stymied 
opposing offenses, Ea.~cern's own offense 
has failed ro cake advantage of the streak, 
being shutout four rimes in chc process. 
Howanh has liked what he has seen 
from his freshmen class rhus far, especially 
che play of Evan Philpon. 
Howarth already considers the forward 
from Jacksonville, lll., "a remendous 
steal." Howarth also said that Philpott, 
With eleven starters, chat adds up to a 
max of nine subs per game. If a player is 
taken out in the first half, he can rc~nrcr 
the game in the second half. 
However. a player can't re-cnrer in che 
same half he was taken out. 
WllE HOWS I THE DAILT WTEll IEWS 
Sophomore forward Brad Peters dribbles the ball 
Tuesday at practice. Peters has a goal and an assist 
on the season. 
OVC FOOTBALL I NOTEBOOK 
EKU's Greco, JSU's Green on Payton watch 
By Matt Daniels 
$pof ts Editor 
Eastern Kentucky junior 
quarterback Josh Greco is one of 
the 16 names on the Walter Payton 
watch list, the award given co the 
cop I-AA player. 
Another player from the Ohio 
Valley Conference, senior running 
back Clay Green of Jacksonville 
State, is also on the list. 
"We chink he's improved some 
from lase year," said fourth-year 
EKU head coach Danny Hope 
about Greco. 
"Th.is is the first time since 
I've been here chac we've started 
the season off with a healthy, 
experienced and accomplished 
quarterback," he added. 
Greco, chc 2005 OVC Offensive 
Player of the Year, is coming off a 
sophomore season where he threw 
for 2,861 yards and 25 touchdowns, 
both cops for returning quarterbacks 
in the conference. 
"Our ream, as well as Josh, will 
have co have a good season for him 
to scay in the running," Hope said. 
The list will undergo chree 
revisions prior to che distribution of 
the final ballots on Nov. 20. 
"It's a huge honor," Hope said. 
"A lot of people don't realize that 
chc Walter Payton award is kind of 
equivalent to chc I-AA Heisman." 
Green is the second-leading 
returning rusher in the conference 
wich 1,352 yards last season and 11 
touchdowns. 
Three HW head coaches delMd 
Saturday 
The OVC has cwo head coaches 
new co the league, while one 
switched teams in the conference. 
Southeast Missouri hired Tony 
Samuel to replace Tim Billings 
on Dec. 21, 200). Samuel brings 
1-A head coaching experience to 
SEMO, leading New Mexico Scace 
for cighr years from 1997-04. 
"When you get back inro che 
saddle, the most important thing 
is having a good scaff, and we feel 
fortunate to have a quality staff 
here," said Samuel, whose team 
plays its opener ar Austin Peay on 
Saturday. 
Tennessee-Martin hired 
Jason Simpson, former offensive 
coordinator at the University of 
Tennessee ac Chattanooga, as its 
head coach also on Dec. 21, 2005. 
Simpson replaced current 
Murray State head coach Matt 
Griffin, who cook chc Racers' job 
on Dec. 15, 2005. 
Griffin has brought his entire staff 
from Marcin to Murray, making the 
transicion a bit easier, he said. 
Two head coaches on interim 
basis-for now 
Also making head coaching 
debuts are Don Malone at 'lcnncsscc 
Tech and Mark Hutson at Eastern 
on an interim basis. 
Malone, Tcch's offensive 
coordinator, is acting as bead 
coach in place of Mike Hennigan, 
who announced his resignation on 
July 6 citing personal reasons, bur 
rescinded ic a week later. 
However. fcch officials named 
Malone <i.:. acting head coach and 
expect Hennigan co request a 
medical leave of absence. 
Malone, who already had head 
coaching experience at Division 
II Wingate University in chc mid-
1990s for five ycaIS, said thac 
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experience has helped him. 
"You just goc co work at it and 
be a good time manager," he said. 
"The hardest part for me has been 
just co cime manage everything and 
puc your priorities where they need 
co be." 
Hutson, who has never had 
previous head coaching experience, 
is handling day-to-day operations 
while head coach Bob Spoo recovers 
from surgery performed Tuesday. 
Spoo is expected co miss four to 
six weeks at rhc beginning of the 
season. 
Hutson said the team is prepared 
to deal with Spoo returning in four 
weeks and also the potential of him 
missing the entire season. 
"We have to prepare for both 
situations, both short term ... and 
preparing for char sicuarion at the 
end of che season and take charge 
from ch ere," he said. 
R k Amanda Fromm has a )) UC rirual that she has done since 
--------------------~ FROM PAGE 12 high school, which is not 
I know personally chat 
Samantha Manto and I go 
co McDonald's on the day of 
the game before every home 
game. 
cutting her fingernails the 
week leading up to the game 
and Eileen O' Rourke likes co 
have the usual bagel from head 
coach's (Frank Graziano's) 
deli. She also doesn't talk to 
anybody because she says it's 
her time to focus. 
Constant line changes give 
Well, I don't chink a bacon, 
egg and cheese biscuit will 
wee as good a day old than it 
might fresh. 
Thar means we will have 
to rely on our backup plan, 
which is music. 
I'm pretty sure more than 
half the ccam relics on music 
for their pre-game rirual. I 
always have co listen to my 
morice song by Tonic, "If 
You Could Only Sec." It's not 
a real pump-up song, but it 
sdam me and gees rid of the 
lmSion. 
Sam has a rugby mix full of 
pump-up songs chat gees her 
In the zone. 
Kacic Folliard cats pasta 
che night before and when 
she wakes up, she has her 
Wheaties. Before the game, 
she cells herself to make every 
hit count, get low in the rucks 
and you never know when will 
be your last time on the field. 
One ritual is a must, before 
every game, whether ic is in 
Lancz Fidd House or on the 
bus, coach gives us his prc-
gamc speech. 
After that we go ourside 
and the forwards and backs 
split up. Each group has their 
linlc thing chat chey do, and 
afterwards, it's game time. 
Panthers a win on the road 
Eastern edges out Yidory against 
Indiana State 
IJM••l.arck 
Staff P.eporter 
Wich all members playing in the 
match, the Panthers held off chc 
Sycamores with three victories in five 
games, 30-32, 30-28, 30-25, 19-30 
and 15-8. 
"We changed che lineup a lot 
tonight based on what we needed and 
how we were playing," said head coach 
Lori Bennett. •Everyone contributed 
and we got everyone in at one point 
or another. 
·we sauggled in game one and 
game four, and it really hurt us." 
Junior setter Maren Crabtree said 
the play of the team was streaky. 
"There were good poinrs and low 
points," Crabtree said. ..We were 
crying to do a lot of different people 
in a lot of different positions ... 
Aft.er losing a dose first game, the 
Panthers played better as chc match 
wencon. 
"With the cxc.eption of game 
four, we got better as each game 
progressed," Bennett said. •As chc 
game went on we got more focused 
on what we needed co do." 
Wich an offense led by sophomore 
outside hitter Caitlin Balsam, who 
finished with 20 kills, and freshman 
outside hitter Amy Scsol and junior 
outside hitter Eiiza Zwcttlcr, both 
wich 14, Eastern earned a total of 80 
kills co the Sycamores' 60. While chc 
Panthers had 16 more errors, they 
had more total anacks at 206-163. 
"The offense goc better," Bennett 
said. "In game five we did a great job. 
We were very focused.• 
Crabcrcc had a cotal of 66 setting 
assists, with chc team having a total of 
75. Crabtree also led the team with 
three service aces en route co a team 
total of 11. 
·we came back really well in 
game five," Crabcrec said. "We pulled 
together and finished it strong.n 
Freshman defensive specialise 
Shaina Boylan led the team with 15 
defensive digs, followed by junior 
defensive spccialiSc Lindsay Walsh 
wich 13. 
triplethreat 
There are other sports on this 
campus besides football. We looked into 
it. It's true. 
Geoff Masanet (above) takes his 
cross country teams to U of I for the 
Illinois Invitational this weekend. 
Here are three other spots that the 
Panthers will be invading. 
1. Florida Panhandle - Women's 
volleyball will be spending its weekend 
in the Sunshine State for their first 
tournament of the season. They will 
play the Seminoles to open up on 
Friday. If they lose, at least they have 
the hot sun to console them. That is, 
of course, if Hurricane Ernesto's wake 
stays away from Tallahassee. 
2. Central Michigan- This is going 
to be a slaughter. Women's rugby 
just doesn't lose. The only way rugby 
loses is by forfeit and the only wa'y 
that happens is if the driver thinks 
the university is on Michigan's Upper 
Peninsula. Which wouldn't be good to 
do with a bus full of rugby players. 
3. l.Ueside Field - Okay, this 
isn't an Invasion as much as it is a 
defense. Four soccer game take place 
this weekend as the women take on 
Chicago teams in DePaul and Loyola. 
Men's soccer takes on Asbury on 
Saturda~ Missouri-Kansas City comes 
in on Sunday. Anytime you play the 
Kangaroos, something interesting is 
bound to happen. 
Marco Santana 
Molly Clutter: 
In the Ruck 
This is a weekly diary by Eastern rugby 
player Molly Clutter. The sophomore 
outside center is providing The Daily 
Eastern News wfth an inside look at 
what it's like being a female athlete. 
Whether it's not washing their 
socks or listening to a specific 
song, many athletes have pre-game 
rituals. 
Some athletes may not even 
realize they have one. 
It might just be an everyday 
thing, but by going one day 
withouc it, their whole game might 
be thrown off. 
It's the week of our fuse game, 
and I know a lot of the girls are 
getting antsy already. 
Since we are playing Central 
Michigan on Saturday all the 
way in Mt. Pleasant, Mich., it is 
probably crucial that the girls have 
what they need for their pre-game 
ritual. 
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COUNTDOWN TO KICKOFF: 3 DAYS UNTIL PANTHER FOOTBALL OPENER 
FOOTBALL I QB COMPETITION 
JAT CWIEC I THE DAILY WTEU •m 
Junior quarterback Mike Donato throws the ball during practice Tuesday at O'Brien Stadium. Donato and 
Illinois QB Tim Brasic are the expected starters for the season opener, but Illinois head coach Ron Zook is 
expected to play three QB's and Eastern may use backup Cole Stinson in a limited role. 
FOOTBALL I BOB SPOO'S COACHING CAREER 
Eastern and Illinois 
intend to use multiple 
QBs in season opener 
By Mattbew Stevens 
Sports Reporter 
Mike Donaco and Ttm Brasic 
have more in common than 
being the starting quarterback for 
their respective ceams Sarurday. 
The roads they've traveled arc 
incredibly similar as they enter the 
2006 season opener. 
The cwo grew up five miles from 
each other in the Chicagoland area, 
and in an ironic twist, Donato's 
Nazareth Academy will host 
Brasic's Riverside-Brookfield squad 
this Sacurday as well. 
Both sjgnal callers have similar 
career statistics, almost identical 
size and had co wait their turn as 
underclassmen before earning the 
starting job last year. 
"The offense and personnd 
they use is very similar co what we 
do," said Illinois head coach Ron 
Z.Ook 
In 2006, the two now have 
newcomers ready to put them back 
on the bench. 
"I think the only way for young 
kids at any position, but especially 
quarcerbaclc, need is experience 
and there's only one way to do 
that," Z.Ook said. 
It was announced Tuesday tha1 
Donato and Brasic will get the scan 
on Saturday, but both coaching 
staffs also stated that they'd like 10 
play the backups as well 
At Eastern, Donaco has been 
competing with Ball State transfer 
Cole Stlnson for the starting job. 
Brasic is looking over his 
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Spoo still going, avoided firing 
In 1994, Eastern coach 
warned to go . 500 or 
face unemployment 
By Marco Sutua 
Associate Sports Editor 
His career was on the line. 
A lener that landed on head 
coach Bob Spoo's desk said Eastern 
would fire him if he did not win at 
lease six games of the 1994 season. 
Spoo was not surprised. 
Eastern bad finished under .500 
for four straight seasons. 
During that srretch, their 
overall record was 17-26-1. 
But no matter how bad it 
became, Spoo never made any 
excuses or blamed bis coaches. 
"He is one of the guys in the 
profession that doesn't have any 
ego at all," said Roy Wittke. "He 
was able to adapt. We all respecced 
that about him." 
W ittke coached w.ith Spoo at 
Eastern for 13 years up to 2002 
and is now Arizona State's offensive 
coordinator. 
Spoo is expected to miss four to 
six weeks while he recovers from 
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surgery performed Tuesday. 
When he returns, it will be his 
20th season as the head coach of 
Eascem's football team. It is the 
longest tenure for a Panthers' head 
coach since Charles Lantz coached 
for 24 years up to 1934. 
But in I 994, Spoo worried be 
would be an unemployed coach 
for the firsc time in bis career. 
He bad never had to deal with 
thac problem. 
Roots of coaching 
Spoo bas benefited from good 
timing and connections since be 
began his coaching career more 
than four decades ago. 
While playing at Purdue, Spoo 
often discussed a future in coaching 
with bis teammates, including 
John Jardine. 
Spoo worked at the Chicago 
Park District when Jardine called 
him and asked him to join his staff 
as a backfield coach at Fenwick 
High School. 
He parlayed position into a 
head-coaching job with Loyola 
Academy in 1967. 
He went 51-9-2 in six seasons, 
including an undefeated season in 
1969 when be was named Illinois 
Coach of the Year. 
When Wisconsin hired Jardine 
as the head coach in 1970, he 
offered Spoo a job. Bue be declined. 
Three years later, Spoo agreed to 
coach quarterbacks for Jardine at 
Wisconsin. His success at Loyola 
gave him the confidence to accept 
a position at the college level. Bue 
21 years later, his career nearly 
came to an abrupt end. 
Not a good start 
The Panthers did not start off 
the 1994 season well. 
They lost their first two games. 
Murray State beat Eastern 31-
15 and then the Panthers lost a 
close game to Texas-El Paso, 22-
20. 
The start did not help Spoo's 
confidence about keeping bis job. 
Even though the Panthers 
were in a down period, he still 
refused co lay blame on ochers and 
continued his streak of never firing 
or releasing a coach. 
It's a streak that continues to 
this day. 
He has also never gotten in the 
way when an assistant thought it 
was time to move on. 
At times, John Smith, an 
assistant coach on the 1994 ream, 
would not want a coach co move 
on. 
"I'd say 'Coach, let's talk him 
out of it,'" Smith said. "He hated 
co see them leave bur he would 
never apply bis influence to keep 
him." 
He would always tell Smith, 
"John, they need to do what chcy 
need to do in their profession." 
This earned him the respect of 
his coaches and began co earn him 
a reputation as a coaches' coach. 
"One thing I liked most was his 
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